HANUMAT PANCARATNAM
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I now meditate on Hanuman, the son of V6yu,
Who is free from all desires for the enjoyment of
objects, in Whom the tears of joy rolled down
coupled with horripilation, Who is pure in heart,
Who is foremost among the messengers of Rama, and
Who is dear to the heart.
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I desire to see Hanuman, the fortune of Afljan6,
Whose lotus-face is red, Whose side-glances are
filled with the waters of compassion, Who brought
back to life all those who were dead in the battle, and
Whose greatness is praiseworthy.
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I take refuge only in Hanuman, Who is the
fortune of Vdyu, Who is above the shafu of Manmatha
(the God of Love), Whose beautiful eyes are like the
large petals of a lotus, Whose neck resernbles a conch
and Whose lips shine like the bimba fruit.
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purato mama bhdtu hanumato m[rtih.
May the figure of Hanumdn shine before me - the
figure Which dispelled the agonies of SIta, Which
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manifested the might and glory of Rama, and Which
destroyed the fame of the ten-headed Ravana.
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I saw Hanumdn, the result of the fully-developed
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austerity of Vdyu, Who was the leader of the
multitude of monkeys, who was to the race of the
R6ksasas like the rays of the sun to the water-lily, and
who is dedicated to the protection of the distressed.
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One who reads the Pafrcaratnastotra of
Hanuman, becomes a devotee of Sri R6ma, after
having enjoyed all objects for a long time in this
world.
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